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Abstract
Pharmacists are the hearts of health care team and independent prescribers in United Kingdom and other developed countries. Nowadays pharmacists oriented to patient care rather traditional mercantile products orientation. Clinical Pharmacy is the combined agreement between physician and pharmacist in which pharmacist prescribing and providing patient care. The health care team is fragile in the absence of pharmacist, literature supported prescription by pharmacists and the members include physicians, stakeholders and patients, but some physicians not supported them due to loss of dignity, deskilled junior physicians and some considered them deficient of well diagnostic skills. Provision of drug therapy without competent clinical pharmacist is impossible and incomplete. The implementation of pharmacists prescribing can effectively decrease burdens and workload from the shoulders of physicians to provide them time for complex diseases, facilitate pharmacists regarding jobs issues instead of five years degree of Doctor of Pharmacy, patient counseling and educations, reduction of polypharmacy and iatrogenic diseases as well as to stabilize the health care triangle.
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Introduction

World prescribing practice by Pharmacists introduced in 1970-80s due to development of clinical pharmacy modifying patient condition in 1960 [1]. The liaison between physician and pharmacist of many decades from Greek time where “Asclepius” was the physician he chooses and worked with a girl Pharmacist “Hygeia”, in this time she was called Apothecary the new name is Pharmacist, this indicates the relation of Pharmacist with Physician.

Pharmacists are nowadays independent, non-medical, health team prescribers in United Kingdom [2]. This due to advance practices Clinical Pharmacy which is the liaison of pharmacist with physician in which pharmacists prescribing [3]. Nowadays the pharmacy profession upgraded via paradigm shift from product oriented practice to patient oriented this is also called Pharmaceutical care [1-4]. The transform of mercantile practice of pharmacists into clinical one but some barriers shows hindrance like problem in educational standard, skills and practical environments [5]. Clinical Pharmacy has expanded the roles of pharmacists globally from traditional dispensing practice to pharmaceutical care and direct patient involvement and staff consultation [6] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Paradigm shift of Pharmacy practice from products oriented to patient oriented.

The prescribing practice of pharmacists started with alternate barriers of controlled and schedule drugs with years changes the practice to independent practice [1]. In 2003 prescription practice by pharmacists commenced but were limited drugs and dependent practice after physician diagnose, in 2005 permitted them to prescribe even controlled drugs in 2006 the dependent prescription practice converted into independent one and in 2009 legislative changes convert them into independent prescriber with equal rights to medical prescribers, in early 2012 with amendment in rules eliminated the limitations of controlled drugs but practice limited to schedule drugs, after that independent pharmacists practice mostly in cardiovascular system, central nervous system, endocrine, total parenteral nutrition management and many more as per their competency initiated by pharmacists with legal authorities to prescribe every drug to every patient [2] (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Paradigm shift in dependent prescriber to independent in United Kingdom [2].

Changes in legislation allowed pharmacists to work independent prescribers created more opportunities for pharmacists to work along with medical team members in health care triangle [7] (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Health care team members [8].

The prescribing pharmacists prescribed as per the standard guidelines like World Health Organization, British National Formulary and others thus decreased the burdens and workload from the shoulders of physicians [2]. The respondents also satisfied from these prescribers. A great revolution in the prescription of Pharmacists from dependent, limited drugs to independent unlimited and every drug to every patient, the relationship between Pharmacist, Physician and nurse existed in triangle and every angle of triangle has their own importance, thus with the absence of any of them the health care team is incomplete [7,9].

Discussion

Study conducted in Scotland by Dereck C. Stewart et al 2009, regarding pharmacists prescribing comments from physicians, pharmacists, patients and stakeholders in which all were strongly agreed only physicians were not agreed up to the marked level due to boundary encroachment, insufficient diagnostic expertise and deskilling junior physicians [1,10]. Some physicians also reported positive comments on prescribing of pharmacists due to review of comprehensive medications [1]. On other hand experts and patients presented that pharmacists are experts in medications, therapeutic drugs monitoring, pharmacoconomics and patient counseling. From prescribing the pharmacists were autonomous with job satisfaction considered responsible and strong liaison in health care team [10].

Literature showed that pharmacists prescribing can effectively reduced pain related issues [1] by adopting World Health Organization like prescription indicator, facility and patient care indicator as well as “three steps analgesic ladder” [11]. Auta et al 2015 articulated that the prescribing pharmacists can effectively decreased and utilized 10 hours weekly from 58 hours to 48 hours of physicians in order to freeing them for complex cases, decreased workload from the shoulders of physicians also increase team work this studies also indicates that almost 2400 independent pharmacists prescribing in United Kingdom [1]. Published data purports the patients views about the hypertension in uni-clinic where better standard patient care provided by Pharmacists than before [10].

Graziano et al 2013 articulated that Pharmacists can effectively decrease the medication errors in absence of Pharmacists were 95% and decrease to 47% in hiring Pharmacists in hospital. They implemented pharmacists in health care team [12]. World Health Organization documented that 50% patients fail to take correct therapy due to lack of awareness about their medications and remaining half is due to medication errors thus net zero therapeutic effect [13,14].

Pharmacist’s consultations can effectively decrease iatrogenic diseases and polypharmacy [15]. Ahmad et al 2018, insists the presence of pharmacists round the clock with full day and night duty in order to effectively reduce patients complaints and provide health efficiently [16].

In Ethiopia study conducted by Berha et al 2018 of 2000 patients, in which they found extensive prescription errors and recommended the presence of clinical pharmacists to improve the rational World Health Organization recommended therapy. They also focused on pharmacists orientations to patient care rather old traditional products and mercantile oriented practice [6,9,17].

Conclusion

Health care team is fragile in the absence of pharmacist, literature supported prescription by pharmacists and the members include physicians, stakeholders and patients but some physicians not supported them due to loss of dignity and some considered them deficient of well diagnostic skills. Provision of drug therapy without competent clinical pharmacist is impossible and incomplete. The implementation of pharmacists prescribing can effectively decrease burdens from shoulders of physicians to provide them time for complex diseases, facilitate pharmacists regarding job issue instead of five years degree of Doctor of Pharmacy, patient counseling and educations, reduction of polypharmacy and iatrogenic diseases as well as to stabilize the health care triangle.
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